
What is Domain Authority and How to Improve 
it? (in Just 5 Actionable Steps) 

 
 
Benefits of Sites having Higher Domain Authority: 

● Higher PageRank. 
● Better position in SERP. 
● Better chances to get more Clients. 
● Increase in Sales (and hence the revenue). 
● Better Networking Chance and 

 
 
1. Make Your Technical SEO Perfect: 

● Making your Technical SEO perfect (or almost perfect) is extremely important 
before working on Domain Authority Improvement. 

● According to Moz, in order to improve your Technical SEO, you have to take 
(complete) care of all the SEO aspects including the Site Structure, 
Navigability, Breadcrumbs, URL Structure, Meta Tags, Header Tags, 
Word Count, Alt Tags, Meta Description, Keywords, Subheadings, etc. 

 
 
2. Create Lots of Linkable, Likable and Shareworthy Contents: 

● Creating high quality contents in a regular interval is very very much 
important. 

● You have to create an Information Rich (for more links), Inspiring (for more 
likes) and Interesting (for more sharing) content in order a improve your 
Domains Authority. 

 
 
3. Mind your Internal Link Building: 

● Properly structured Internal Links significantly help you to improve your the 
DA of your blog or website. 

● A site with a well thought Internal Link Building strategy helps its readers to 
gain proper and complete knowledge about its topics. 
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4. Regularly Remove Toxic (Bad) Back Links: 
● Back links play a significant role in getting (or losing) Domain Authority of a 

site. 
● Some back links are Boons for a site to give it higher Domain Authority, where 

as some back links can be considered as Curses to a great website or blog. 
 
 
5. Be Patience: 

● As you start doing content marketing keeping the points mentioned above, 
your Domain Authority will gradually increase with time. 

● SEO does not become successful overnight, it takes time so be patience. 
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